Abstract. In climate studies, detecting spatial patterns that largely deviate from the sample mean still remains a statistical challenge. Although a Principal Component Analysis (PCA), or equivalently a Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOF) decomposition, is often applied on this purpose, it can only provide meaningful results if the underlying multivariate distribution is Gaussian. Indeed, PCA is based on optimizing second order moments quantities and the covariance matrix can only capture the full dependence structure for multivariate Gaussian vectors. Whenever the application at hand can not satisfy this normality hypothesis (e.g. precipitation data), alternatives and/or improvements to PCA have to be developed and studied.
Introduction
In geosciences, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) has been an essential and powerful tool at detecting spatial strucCorrespondence to: Alberto Bernacchia (a.bernacchia@gmail.com) tures amongst time series recorded at different locations. PCA aims at building a decorrelated representation of the data and it finds the spatial patterns responsible for the largest proportion of variability Rencher (1998) . PCA can also be viewed as a dimensionality reduction technique that extracts the most relevant components of data, i.e. the ones that maximize the variances. Hence, second order moments are the foundation of PCA. But relying exclusively on second moments implies that PCA is only optimal when applied to multivariate Gaussian vectors. Although rarely stated and even more rarely checked, this underlined normality assumption is not always satisfied in practice.
Recently, different approaches have been tested to extend the applicability of PCA in geosciences. In particular, NonLinear PCA (NLPCA) has been applied to several geophysical datasets (e.g., Hsieh, 2004; Monahan et al., 2001 ). In the NLPCA algorithm, data are considered as the input of an auto-associative neural network with five layers, with a bottleneck in the third layer Kramer (1991) . Through the minimization of a cost function, the output is forced to be as close as possible to the input, and the bottleneck layer is a low dimensional representation of the input. Since this neural network is nonlinear, NLPCA goes automatically beyond correlations. However, NLPCA suffers the intrinsic limitations of multilayered networks (e.g., Christiansen, 2005; Malthouse, 1998) : it is computationally expensive and does not always converge to a global solution. To overcome these difficulties, we pursue a less ambitious aim: instead of trying to find decompositions that can explain the entire body of data with respect to a criterion, we focus on the part of data responsible for large anomalous behaviors.
In contrast to PCA, our approach tends to give maximal weight to data points which largely deviate from the mean, and to find the corresponding representative spatial patterns, i.e. the directions along which such points are prominently distributed. The key element in our procedure is the expansion of the cumulant function that can provide information beyond the first two moments. By maximizing the cumulant function (Kenney and Keeping, 1951) over growing hyperspheres in the data space, a set of components can be derived. We first apply our procedure to three types of multivariate random vectors (Normal, Skew-Normal, Gamma). Then we demonstrate in the general case that if a direction exists for which the marginal probability density of projected data display a larger tail than in all other directions, then our procedure is able to select that direction.
When finding the first component, we show that PCA is a special case of our approach whenever the Gaussian assumption is satisfied. Besides the Gaussian case we show that, for any probability density, the solution derived from the centered cumulant function can be transformed to the first principal component by decreasing the radius of the hypersphere. Other principal components could be found as well, by a generalization of the proposed method. Our method is computationally cheap, and the solutions are found in the form of unit (normalized) vectors, as in the case of PCA, allowing a unidimensional projection with an easy geometrical interpretation.
In summary, this paper focuses on the problem of characterizing spatial patterns associated to large anomalies, i.e. large deviations from the sample mean, when the data set under study cannot be assumed to be normally distributed.
Maximizing the cumulant function
In the univariate case, the cumulant function of the random variable X with finite moments is defined as the following scalar function
where s ∈ R, E(.) represents the mean function and the scalar κ n corresponds to the n th cumulant of X. The first two cumulants κ 1 and κ 2 are simply the mean and the variance of X, respectively. The third and fourth cumulants are classically called the skewness and the kurtosis parameters. Concerning the existence of cumulants, we assume in this paper that all the cumulant coefficients are finite and that the cumulant function is always well defined. The cumulant function and its coefficients have many interesting properties. For example, if X and Y are two independent random variables then the n th cumulant of the sum X + Y is equal to the sum of the n th cumulant of X and the n th cumulant of Y for any integers n. If X follows a Gaussian distribution, then all but the first two cumulants are equal to zero. In a multivariate framework, the cumulant function of the random vector X = (X 1 , . . . , X m ) t is simply defined as
As in the univariate case, the linear and Gaussian properties associated to the cumulant function defined by (1) still hold, but the cumulant coefficients formulas are more cumbersome to write down in a multivariate framework. For more information about cumulants, we refer the reader to Kenney and Keeping (1951) . To identify possible favorite projection directions with respect to the multivariate cumulant function, we first rewrite the vector s = (s 1 , . . . , s m ) t in (1) as the product s = |s|×θ, where |s| 2 = s 2 i , the scalar |s| represents the norm ("radius") of s and θ is the unit "angular/direction" vector defined as θ i = s i /|s| (note that θ t θ = 1). Secondly, the cumulant function for our vector X = (X 1 , . . . , X m ) t projected along the direction vector θ is introduced as
Our algorithmic strategy is to maximize the cumulant function at fixed non-small |s| with respect to the angular component θ that varies over an unit hypersphere. Practically, we have to find the optimal θ s directions defined by
If the radius |s| is small enough, and the mean k 1 is zero, the variance k 2 (θ) dominates the centered cumulant function and the contributions of other cumulants can be neglected. In this situation, finding the first PCA component can be viewed as a special case of this optimization procedure, because maximizing the cumulant function for small |s| is equivalent to maximize the variance. As the value of |s| grows, higher and higher order cumulants become more dominant. Our main goal is to find θ s in (3) for the largest admissible |s| and study their properties. We will call the solutions of such an optimization scheme the Maxima of the Cumulant Function (MCF) directions.
We anticipate that, since the scalar product θ t X is invariant under orthogonal transformations, the cumulant function is invariant as well. Given that the unit hypersphere is also invariant, our algorithm is symmetric respect to orthogonal transformations. For instance, if data vectors are rotated by a given angle, the solutions of the algorithm, in terms of θ, are rotated by the same amount. This symmetry implies that if the probability density is isotropic, then the cumulant function is isotropic as well, and no relative maxima of G exist on the unit hypersphere. In that case no directions are selected: for a rotationally symmetric distribution there is indeed no preferred direction along which anomalies are prominent, they are distributed uniformly over all angles.
To illustrate our optimization procedure we derive explicit cumulant maximization schemes for three special cases of multivariate family distributions, see Section 3. For assessing the outputs of our algorithm when applied to real data, we refer the reader to the second part of this paper Bernacchia et al. (2007)).
Theoretical examples
To study the properties of the maximization method developed in Section 2, three examples of distribution functions are considered in this paper. We choose these three families because explicit results can be derived and they have been classically used in the statistical modeling of temperatures and precipitation data.
Without loss of generality, some relevant matrices are diagonal thereafter. However, since the solutions are invariant respect to orthogonal transformations, they may be rotated along with the corresponding coordinate change. Analytical calculations are performed for the general multivariate case, while figures are given for the bivariate case.
Multivariate Gaussian vectors
Suppose that the data at hand can be appropriately fitted by a multivariate Gaussian vector. We assume that the observations have been centered (zero) mean and we denote the covariance matrix as Σ. The cumulant function of the centered Gaussian vector (e.g., Kenney and Keeping, 1951 ) is equal to
Hence, it is easy to show that all cumulants but the second are equal to zero. The decomposition in Equation (2), s = |s| × θ, implies that the cumulant function becomes
Our optimization problem is to maximize G |s| (θ) under the constraint θ t θ = 1. To find the optimal θ s defined by (3), we introduce a function to be maximized, constrained by the Lagrange multiplier λ, as
Setting the gradient with respect to θ to zero gives
Let λ Σ be the largest eigenvalue of the covariance matrix Σ and θ Σ its associated eigenvector. Introducing λ s = |s| 2 2 λ Σ , we can write |s| 2 2 Σθ Σ = λ s θ Σ . Consequently, θ Σ is the solution of (4). Note that θ Σ depends on Σ but not on |s|. The optimal direction, for the Gaussian case, is θ s = θ Σ , and it corresponds to the classical first principal component.
To illustrate this result, a bivariate vector of the normal distribution is presented in Figure 1 (in which a contour plot is drawn in logarithmic scale). The matrix Σ is assumed to be diagonal, with entries 1.2 and 0.5143. The first principal component (PC1), corresponding to the eigenvalue 1.2 is horizontal, while the second principal component, corresponding to the eigenvalue 0.5143 is vertical, and is not displayed. The two maxima of the cumulant function (MCF1 and MCF2) are just the positive and negative part of PC1. Indeed, both θ Σ and −θ Σ are solutions of (4). While this is always true for PCA, the maxima of the cumulant function may in general neither be parallel nor orthogonal. PC1 is indeed the direction along which large anomalies are ditributed in the Gaussian case. In order to derive PC2 and other higher principal components from the cumulant function, one would have to determine not only its maxima, but also its minima and saddle points. 
where φ is a multivariate Normal probability density function with zero mean and covariance matrix Σ, and Φ is the cumulative density function of an univariate Gaussian random variable with zero mean and unit variance. The vector α corresponds to the degree of skewness. When α = 0, there is no skewness, and the SN distribution reduces to the Gaussian case. From (5), it is possible to derive the cumulant function (e.g Azzalini and Dalla Valle, 1996) of a SN vector
where µ represents the mean vector, and is equal to
.
Note that the covariance matrix of the SN distribution is not Σ but Σ − µµ t (Azzalini and Capitanio, 1999) . A bivariate example of the SN distribution is presented in Figure 2 , in which a contour plot is drawn in logarithmic scale. The matrix Σ is chosen to be diagonal with entries 1.2 and 0.5143. The skewness vector α is taken to be equal to (4.365, −1.455). The distribution in Figure 2 has been centered such that the mean vector is zero. In the bivariate example, µ is (0.8367, −0.1195).
From the SN cumulant function (Azzalini and Capitanio, 1999) , we can write the cumulant function of the centered vector θ t (X − µ) as
While it is not possible to find explicit solutions of the maximization problem defined by (3) for (6), one can provide valuable approximated solutions for both small and large |s|.
In the former case, the following two Taylor expansions are the key elements to derive our results
1 + erf(s) = 1 + 2s
where erf corresponds to the error function defined by
Then we can write the following approximation
, by (8). From Equation (6), it follows that the cumulant function G |s| (θ) is approximately equal to
As previously noticed, the matrix Σ−µµ t represents the covariance of the SN distribution Azzalini and Capitanio (1999) . Hence, the maximization of the right hand side of (9) is equivalent to solving the system defined by (4), but instead of working with Σ, we just need to replace Σ by Σ−µµ t in (4). Consequently, the solution to maximize the SN cumulant function in the neighborhood of zero is the largest eigenvector of the matrix Σ−µµ t , i.e. the PC1 of the SN covariance matrix.
For large |s|, this result does not hold and different directions are obtained. We need to recall the asymptotic expansion of the error function
If µ t θ < 0, the logarithm in Equation (6) can be expanded as
In this case, we have
is again a eigenvector, but this time is the eigevector of the matrix Σ − π 2 µµ t , pointing towards µ t θ < 0.
Then, the cumulant function G |s| (θ) can be approximated by
2 θ t Σθ and maximizes by the largest eigenvector of Σ, pointing towards µ t θ ≥ 0. In summary, depending on the size of |s| (small or large) and the sign µ t θ (positive or negative), the solutions of Equation (3) for the SN distribution can be viewed as the largest eigenvectors of three different matrices, Σ−µµ t , Σ and Σ − π 2 µµ t . For the bivariate example of Figure 2 , the PC1 is shown (in arbitrary scale), explaining 60% of the variance. The second PC (40% of the variance) is orthogonal to PC1 and is not displayed. Both maxima of the cumulant function for large |s|, denoted as MCF1 and MCF2 (respectively for µ t θ ≥ 0 and µ t θ < 0 ), are presented in Figure 2 for the bivariate example (same scale as PC1). The two local maxima point towards the large anomalies of the distribution: this can be seen by noting that a point at the upper-right end of PC1 corresponds to a small probability, and hence is less likely to be found, than a point at the right end of MCF1 (the two points being of equal norm). Similarly, a point at the down-left end of PC1 is less likely, in probability, than a point at the down end of MCF2.
Multivariate Gamma vectors
This section investigates the multivariate Gamma distribution defined by Cheriyan and Ramabhadran (see Kotz et al., 1998) . Each component of the data vector X is distributed following a Gamma distribution, and the components depend each other by means of an auxiliary variable z. The joint distribution is
where g is a gamma distribution, i.e.
for z ≥ 0, equal to zero otherwise. A bivariate example is presented in Figure 3 , with n = 2, α 0 = 2, α 1 = 0.5 and α 2 = 4 in (10). Again, the maximum of the cumulant function is different from the first principal component, and points towards the large anomalies, in terms of high probability (at fixed, and large, vector norm). Probability contours are 10 −1/2 ,10 −1 ,10 −3/2 . . .
The cumulant function for this multivariate Gamma distribution can be written (Kotz et al., 1998) as
and the mean of the i th component is µ i = α 0 + α i . By replacing s by |s| × θ, the cumulant function of the centered vector θ t (X − µ) can be written as
Bernacchia and Naveau: Detecting spatial patterns with the cumulant function For small |s|, the logarithms are approximated by the truncated Taylor expansions, i.e.
It follows that the cumulant function can be approximated by
where the covariance matrix C is defined by Kotz et al. (1998) 
Hence, for small |s|, the solution of (3) is the classical PC1 eigenvector of the covariance matrix C associated with the largest eigenvalue. It is plotted in Figure 3 for the bivariate example. The negative part of PC1 is not displayed, as well as the second principal component which is just orthogonal to the first. For large |s|, the cumulant function is not defined, since the logarithms in Equation (11) must have positive arguments, for all unit vectors θ. In particular, the following two inequalities have to be satisfied
In other words,
However, we take the largest allowed value of |s|, which is considered as a valid limit. Since θ is a unit vector, the maximum of each component θ i is 1, which holds when all the other components are zero, while the maximum for the sum θ i is √ n, which holds when θ 1 = θ 2 = . . . = θ n = 1/ √ n. The largest allowed value of |s| is then 1/ √ n: in that case G remains finite for all θ's, except for θ 1 = θ 2 = . . . = θ n = 1/ √ n, where it diverges due to the first logarithm of Equation (11) (all the others remain finite). For larger values of |s|, G diverges over subspaces larger than a single point. Hence the boundary case |s| = 1/ √ n is taken as representative for a "large" |s| limit, and the point θ 1 = θ 2 = . . . = θ n = 1/ √ n is taken as the maximum of the cumulant function.
For the bivariate example, the maximum is plotted in Figure 3 , denoted as MCF1, and scaled to PC1. Note that for high values of the probability distribution (e.g. the smallest contour), PC1 seems a representative direction of the egglike shape of the distribution, but for low probabilities it becomes clear that the line θ 1 = θ 2 is responsible for the large deviations. A point at the end of PC1 is indeed less probable than a point at the end of MCF1.
This result is understood by noting that the joint density (10) is the probability distribution of variables x i defined as x i = z 0 + z i , where the variables z 0 , z 1 , . . . , z n are independent and Gamma distributed with parameters α 0 , α 1 , . . . , α n . Hence, a large deviation of z 0 , which occurs independently on others z's, corresponds to a large deviation of x which is placed on average along the line x 1 = x 2 = . . . = x n (that corresponds to θ 1 = θ 2 = . . . = θ n for the cumulant function).
Maximizing the marginal density tail
We have seen that the multivariate cumulant function reduces to the variance if the radius |s| tends to zero. In that case, its maxima corresponds to the first principal component of data set. If |s| grows, higher order cumulants come into play, but is not clear what the corresponding maxima represent. In order to clarify this point, we rewrite the cumulant function defined by (2) in terms of the explicit integral over the probability density
This expression can be reduced to an unidimensional integral, by defining the projected data as Z = θ t X, and the marginal probability density of the projected data, f θ (z). The cumulant function is then
which corresponds to the cumulant function of the univariate vector Z = θ t X with distribution density f θ (z). In the light of this representation, our maximization procedure is better understood: we are looking for directions θ that correspond to a marginal probability density f θ (z) displaying maximal cumulant function, at fixed |s|. We want to demonstrate that if |s| grows, a larger cumulant function corresponds to a marginal density with a fatter tail. Hence our procedure selects the directions corresponding to the marginal densities with fatter tails, where the anomalous behaviour is expected.
Specifically, consider two different directions θ and θ ′ : we want to demonstrate that if the marginal distribution along θ has a fatter tail than the distribution along θ ′ , then the cumulant function has also a fatter tail along θ respect to θ ′ . More formally, we have the following theorem. 
